
TO: Korinne, Steve and Darryll   

FROM: Roger   

RE: That Dreaded Board of Regents’ Program Review 

 DATE: November 23, 1999 

As expected, I learned a lot more about the Board of Regents and its program review process during the recent 
meeting in Bozeman.  Most of the news is good; but some could be better.  I’m going to set out the important 
information in this memo, and then schedule the topic for our chairs/interim deans’ meeting next week.  I know 
you’ll have lots of questions; hopefully, this introductory memo will answer some of them. 

The important information is as follows (and I’m going to begin with the bad news): 

1)     the timeline for the review process is very, very short.  We should have our recommendations to 
MSU-Bozeman by the end of December or early January.  I argued for more time, and managed to 
gain 2 or 3 weeks.  But the reality is that everyone else wants to get this process  behind them; and 
everyone else does periodic, on-campus program review, so they already have a good idea about the 
decisions that need to be made.  They were obviously not persuaded by my arguments for more time. 

2)     the process DOES include two-year programs.  I sat in at least two meetings of the Two-Year Higher 
Education Committee earlier this year, where we talked about developing review criteria for two-year 
programs.  Those discussions always began with the premise that “this is something  we will have to 
do after the current round of program reviews for  baccalaureate and graduate programs.”  
Unfortunately, the Commissioner’s Office decided to include all programs in this round of reviews; 
they didn’t bother to notify everyone of that decision, however. 

3)     the review process will be “light handed,” to quote Joyce Scott. She is not interested in a whole-sale 
elimination of programs in this round.  Over 100 programs were terminated during the last BOR 
program  review, but I have been assured that that is not the expectation this time.  You will probably 
remember that the University of Montana system began this process a couple of months ago.  They are 
apparently ready to  submit their recommendations to the Commissioner’s Office, in preparation for a 
formal report at the January Board meeting.  That systems’ recommendations are allegedly light on 
“elimination” and strong on “retain or consolidate.” 

4)     we will have to make a decision about the future of all programs marked for review.  I have prepared a 
list of those programs as an addendum to this memo.  Our reasons for retaining, consolidating or 
eliminating a program do not have to be extensive, however.  They can be a 2 – 5 sentence 
explanation.  In other words, we do not have to prepare long, 5 – 10 page justifications for our 
decision.  Our short explanations will have to have some logic to them, however.  

5)     our decisions will go to Dave Dooley, interim vice chancellor for academic affairs at Montana State 
University-Bozeman.  He will then meet with Joyce Scott to review the list.  They will almost 
certainly have questions, and obviously we may have to provide more information and justification at 
that stage.  The discussions between Dave and Joyce have tentatively been scheduled for mid- to late-
January.  The final and formal MSU system report on program review will go to the Board of Regents 
in March. 

 Again, I will schedule this topic for discussion at our meeting next week.  

I have also attached the addendum with a tentative list of campus programs that fall under the “review criteria” 
established by the Board of Regents.  That list also includes some preliminary comments from me that might be 
used as justifications for keeping (or eliminating) the program.   



I will ask Julie to prepare information on “new programs”.  Ie, those programs that were recently established at 
MSU-Northern and do not have a long history of graduates.  Specifically, I will ask her to determine the date when 
those programs were approved by the faculty and added to our list of program offerings. 

Cc: Mike Rao 
      Trish Goudie  

  



  

ADDENDUM 
To the Program Review Memo 

A Tentative List of Programs Scheduled for Review 

 (NOTE: This list is just my quick take on the BOR review criteria, and the programs that are affected by that 
criteria.  I obviously will be interested in your perspective when we discuss this information.) 

 College of Education:  

--masters degree in vocational education: it exceeds the review criteria in all but the most recent three-year period.  
IE, the program has more than 3 graduates in each of the previous three-year periods. 

--HPE minor: it’s simply a subset of the HPE major, which has more than enough graduates to avoid review. 

--health promotion: new degree.  Julie will find out when it was approved. 

--learning development: new degree.  Julie will find out when it was approved.   

--traffic education minor. 

 College of Arts and Sciences:  

--art: teaching minor. 

--biology: non-teaching major and minor. 
 
     teaching minor. 

--chemistry: non-teaching minor. 
     
     teaching minor. 

--communications: major and minor. 

--community service: AAS and minor.  The bachelor’s degree is fine, so we could argue that the two programs under 
review are just a subset of the bachelor’s degree. 

--drama: non-teaching minor. 
     
     teaching minor. 

--English: non-teaching major and minor. 
     
     teaching major and minor. 

--general science: non-teaching.  We only have a record of three years of graduates, and those figures meet the 
criteria.  I will have Julie check when this degree was implemented at MSUN. 
 
     graduate education degree.  Meets the criteria in the last 3 three-year periods.  Only misses the mark in the first 
three-year period. 



     teaching major. 

--graphic design: new program. 

--Native American studies: minor. 

--history: teaching major and minor. 

--mathematics: teaching minor. 

--social science: teaching major. 

--water quality: non-teaching major and minor. 

College of Technical Sciences:  

--accounting: new minor.  The business program did identify this minor for termination in the materials it submitted 
as part of the unit planning process last spring. 

--agricultural operations technology: new degree. 

--agricultural mechanics technology: all degrees.  AAS, BS and minor. 

--agriculture minor: meets the graduation criteria in the first 3 three-year periods; does not meet the graduation 
criteria in the last three-year period. 

--automotive body: AAS and minor. 

--automotive: minor.  We could argue that the minor is just a subset of the coursework for the two and four-year 
degrees; and those programs are not being reviewed. 

--business: minor.  Again, just a subset of the major; and the major is just fine. 

--computer information systems: all degrees. 

     non-teaching AAS, BA, minor.  The minor in only in trouble in the last three-year period; the BA may be a new 
degree, so I’ll have Julie check it out.  It has good growth in the last three-year period. 

     teaching major. 

--design drafting: AAS and minor.  We can argue that those two degrees are just a subset of the major, which is in 
good shape. 

--diesel: minor.  Again, the same argument as above.  The two and four-year degrees in diesel are just fine. 

--civil engineering technology: all degrees. AAS, major and minor. 

--electronics engineering technology: all degrees.  AAS, major and minor. This program occasionally meets the 
BOR graduation criteria; but in most three-year periods, it does not. 

--manufacturing technology: all degrees. AAS, major and minor. 



--technical sales & service: New minor. 

--metals technology: AAS. 

--railroad maintenance & operations: AAS. New degree. 

--applied technology: teaching major.  Discussions are under way now to change this degree. 

--business education: teaching major and minor. 

--small business management: New minor. 

Other:  

--bachelor of applied science degree: new degree. 

 


